15 minutes

P OPideas - HO W T O M AKE

Fortune Cookies

SUPPLIES AND TOOLS:

01

02

03

04

Approx.
Craft Time

SKILL LEVEL: Beginner

• POPTapeTM: Any colour! We used Loud Lime, Loud Lemon, Pinkalicious Pink, Plummy Plum Purple, Lagoon Blue,
Dynamite Red & Paint Splats.
• Scissors/Craft Knife.
Step 1
Cut or tear 2 x 10cm pieces
of any colour POPtape. Lay
them side by side sticky side
up on your work surface
joining them with a 5mm
overlap.
Step 2
Tear another 2 pieces the
same size and lay them
sticky side down over the
first pieces to create a
double sided rectangle of
POPtape. Trace an 8cm
circle onto your POPtape
and cut it out.

Step 3
Tear or cut a small 2cm strip
of tape in the same colour. To
create the “cookie” shape,
fold the circle in half so you
have a semi-circle. Pinch the
centre of the fold together
with your fingers, open up the
sides so you can stick the
tape inside the semi-circle.
You will need to attach the
tape across the fold you have
created. Make sure the tape
is above the fold not right in
the crease. See image 3.

Step 4
Open up the semi-circle
and fold back the edges so
the tape you have just put
inside is now on the
outside. Tear another 2cm
strip of tape. Take the
bottom 2 sides of the
semi-circle where the
crease is from the last fold
and join them together with
the small piece of tape to
close the cookie. See image
4. Use your fingers inside
the cookie shape to push
out the sides and give your
cookie a rounded shape.
Write your fortunes or jokes
on 8cm strips of paper and
slide them through the gap.

Note: These make great gift
boxes for small items like
lollies or candy canes at
Christmas time.
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